**Classic Bottom Lever Mounting Flushmount Handle Instructions.**

**Step 1)**
Install the mortise lock with the hook facing up as shown. It is secured in place by the two (ea.) #6-32 truss head screws provided.

**Step 2)**
Insert the handle lever into the hub of the mortise lock from the interior side.

**Step 3)**
Place the interior and exterior handles on the door and secure in place with the #8-#32 machine screws provided.

**CAUTION! HAND TIGHTEN ONLY. USE OF SCREW GUN MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE HANDLE.**

**Step 4)**
Using the lock hook as a location guide, install two of the supplied pan head screws through the SLOTS in the strike to attach the strike on the door jamb. Do not fully tighten these screws to allow the strike to be vertically adjusted (Figure A).

**Step 5)**
Adjust the door rollers for proper operation.

**Step 6)**
Adjust the strike vertically to engage the lock hook and tighten the first two screws.

**Step 7)**
Install the remaining two pan head screws through the HOLES in the strike (Figure B).

**Step 8)**
After the door and striker are aligned, the in and out hook adjustment may be made by turning the screw on the top face of the mortise lock.